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Only those with
immense wisdom
will walk down this

mountain, as they’ll be wearing
 the mountain boots of wisdom
and holding in each hand the
sticks of ‘care and attention.
These few wise souls will
arrive at the base of the
mountain in one piece and with
a smile. Many will be at the
foot of this mountain in a state
with many broken bones, head
complaints and needing either
heart resuscitation, brain
surgery or an Undertaker. The
wise will realize the problem
at hand, will recognize their
good fortune, count their
blessings and quickly set about
helping those less fortunate. At
such a time (like today),  would
it be wise to be bothered about
your hair or cleaning your dirty
car or ironing a shirt? When the
world is crying out in such
distress as it is today, what
should you be concerned about

and doing? Vacuuming?
Buying a new shawl or pair of
shoes? Weeding your garden
and cutting the lawn? Your
bank account? Having a
haircut? Think about it: the
world is in such a big mess and
some are more concerned about
the fact that their hair or garden
looks a mess or just needs
cutting. I’d sooner have a dirty
car and clean mind, than dirty
mind and a clean car.

It requires far more luck and
care than what people possess
to avoid the many sharp rocks
of bad karma on this mountain
that stand proud above the
snow; and all need to be
avoided if you are to survive the
climb down and reach base
camp safely. Many are now not
climbing but falling down this
perilous mountain out of
control, wondering what is
happening and how to stop the
self as they have truly had
enough hurt and pain on this

journey down.
If You Are Remembering
Your Food And Hunger,
And Not The Pilots, You

Will Not Be Seen And
Rescued.

It is only by remembering
God that He can rescue anyone
in His helicopter of spirituality
and righteousness. The two
pilots in God’s helicopter are
experienced experts in
rescuing souls. The
prerequisite to being rescued is
that you need to send up the
blazing flare that can only be
lit by having constant
remembrance of the main pilot.
Only this alone will capture
both pilots’ attention, gain their
assistance and effort necessary
for them to lower down their
ladder to rescue you.

This helicopter can only
rescue those who have enough
spiritual strength, love and
wisdom to grab the ladder and
stamina to keep hold of it. Plus,

WAITING FOR HAPPINESS IS LIKE WAITING
FOR THE CHIMNEY ON YOUR ROOF TO GROW

– B.K.  David.  Paignton.  England

(...contd. from Jan. 2014)

(Do You Eat Bananas Or Slip On Them? Are You Waiting To Fly To The Moon Or
Heaven? Are You Wearing A Child’s Plastic Size 3 Shoe On One Foot And  Size
13 Wellington Boot On The Other? Can You Walk Straight Or Are You Having
Difficulty And Walking Round In Circles? Is Yours A Florescent Regret? Hope
You Are Not Waiting For Your Chimney To Develop Wings And Takeoff To Heaven.
Can Your Chimney Point To God Or Only to The Stars And the Moon?)
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in order to be rescued, you need
endless dedication and a
powerful desire to meet God
and to live a spiritual life; and
to be one who truly repents his
old ways and can wear the
fluorescent jacket of
repentance and put his hand up
and say they were wrong. It is
time to repent our sins or stay
lost in today’s turbulent ocean
of vice.

Avalanche
This world is caught up in

the avalanche of sorrow and
suffering. Everyone is sliding
down in this avalanche of
wrong doings. They are being
tossed, turned upside down,
cut, broken, buried alive and
being hurled to a very uncertain
ending. Hardly anyone will
survive and only a few souls at
the bottom shall be rescued by
the emergency team of
‘Bapdada Wing’ when they

lower down the ladder of
remembrance in response to
 the distress calls received
saying “They regret their past
and want to change, and have
changed”. It will only be the
sincere last minute calls that
will be heard and answered.
Only those who really repent
and sincerely regret their past
with a true heart will be given
the chance to climb free from
certain death that awaits all
those out of control and caught

up in all the sorrow below.
God’s rescue helicopter at

this time shall be limited as it
does not have unlimited room
and there will be only a few
empty seats available by that
time. Virtually every seat
onboard will already be
occupied so the last few that
He picks up will be very lucky.
Those already sitting onboard
will have completely changed
their ways and be living regret
free. Those left below will have
to carry on choking on man’s
‘airborne pollution’ (vice)
whilst the rescued up above
will breathe in God’s airborne
‘solution of purity’. The
difference is that of drinking
deadly snake venom and
mango juice; of being walked
upon by an ant (tickled) or
elephant.       

You Shall Have A Long
Wait If You Are Waiting

For Your Chimney To Start
Its Launch Sequence To

Take off To Heaven.
If you think happiness is just

going to appear from nowhere
– transform your life from
darkness to light; from total
misery to total happiness; from
despair to achievement and
from ignorance to enlighten-
ment whilst you are at home
asleep in front of the fire, think
again. There is as much chance
of your getting happiness

without effort as there is of
your chimney sprouting wings
today and taking off to the
moon. Yet it’s more likely for
that flight to happen than the
world’s people to find true and
lasting happiness today or in
the future. They can sit on the
sofa, in a rocket, in a cave, on
a train, in a court, in
Presidential, Prime Ministerial
or Holy man’s waiting room
and will on leaving, feel deep
down in their hearts, still empty
having achieved almost
nothing.

The void left by the lack of
truth in one’s life can only ever
be filled and satisfied with truth
and no matter how much
rubbish you try and throw in it,
it will always remain and feel
empty. People really desire a
lasting truth and happiness yet
no matter where they go and
what they do, if there is no truth
in either, only receive a cream
cake (sweet talk) which is
satisfying for only a minute. No
matter how plush the office and
its door, how high the position
and important the person, it can
be difficult to find truth behind
any of them. If you want truth,
then only by knocking on
God’s door will you find it. You
can knock a million doors
(falsehood) and only ever walk
in to darkness every time.
There has ever been light and
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truth behind one door in all
history and that door belongs
to God and until recently, was
invisible. This door has always
been very illusive and
impossible to open by man as
you need to press the doorbell,
which is also invisible as it’s
in the shape of an invisible
third eye, in order to get God’s
attention to open it.

Are You In Control
Walking Down The

Mountain Or Falling Down
It? Do You Know How To

Call Up God Without Using
Your Mobile?  

The world is nearing the
bottom of this mountain of ‘Bad
Karma’ and for those who‘ve
escaped the rocks and being
buried alive, reaching the bottom
will still only spell certain death.
Their lives have clearly written
their ending in the snow on the
way down; which caused the
avalanche in the first place. Too
many bad deeds written by too
many people caused the
avalanche to start and to make
those responsible eat their words
(suffering) on the way down.
Keep placing your groceries
(heavy, bad thoughts) on a table
and eventually the table will
break. You may not think one
item (thought) is that heavy or
bad, yet when you put them all
together from one day’s shop in
the same basket (your mind) and

unpack them on the table of life
they spell D I S A S T E R.

The world is in a win-win
situation. If you believe in God
and what He says, then you can
sit back and smile and wait and
feel content. If you believe in
man and his monkey ideas or
your own dictates, you will also
probably sit down
occasionally, feel content and
smile (especially at those
trusting and believing in God).
Only one lot and their ideas,
beliefs and understanding are
going to be right at the end and
left standing – with a smile.

Life: It’s Just Not Like
Cricket Anymore.

Whatever you choose to
follow in life, be that God or
man, the monkey, yourself or
fashion, is as important a
decision to you as you deciding
to breathe in and out all day
today. It’s God or man, which
equates to either breathing or
not breathing. It is time for you
to declare whose side you are
on before the final whistle
blows. The wise see that only
God has a whistle and that man
only carries round a rattle. It’s
because of man constantly
rattling (sorrowful
complaining) that God has to
come to blow the final whistle.
For whose team are you going
to step out for on the field and
bat? Or like most of the people,

are you only going to sit and
watch the game with a beer in
your hand and cheer on just
your own self and family?   
What Will You Put In Your

Pocket (Mind) Today?
Pebbles or God? Heaviness

or Lightness? Truth or
Falsehood? The Future or
The Past? Happiness or

Sorrow? Tears or
Laughter? Hope or

Despair? Money or Good
Wishes?

There really is nothing in
between: you either choose
man or God. There are two
choices: spirituality and
developing peace, or going to
the moon to collect rocks and
digging up the earth in search
of bones and broken pots.
Ape or God? Vote Today.
Many persons favour the

notion of the dinosaur,
Darwinism and his relations,
the ape, over God. It really is a
question as to whom you think
you are related? Is your distant
father an ape or God? Who are
you going to vote for? God and
heaven? Man, rockets, history
and science books and test
tubes? Do you want to vote for
the monkey swinging through
the trees stopping only to eat?
At least monkeys have the
sense to be almost vegetarian
and eat many bananas – and not
slip on them. (Concluded)


